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GONNECT is played on a board with 9× 9 intersections and 40 black and white stones. The223

board is initially empty and Black has the first turn. The game is played with the swap rule.224

Black and White take turns in placing a stone of their colour and possible subsequent capture.225

Placement: The active player places one stone on an empty point; this is mandatory.226

Capture: If, after placement, the last liberty of one or more opposing chains has been removed,227

these chains are captured by removing all their stones from the board.228

No suicide: After capture, each chain of the active player needs to have at least one liberty.229

Super ko: Repetition of any previous board position is prohibited.230

Win: A player has won if231

• there is a chain of that player’s colour connecting two opposite borders, or232

• if the other player has no move.233

234

Diagrams explaining the rules235
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Players take turns placing one of
their stones on empty points. Place-
ment is compulsory!
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The liberties of all black chains,
i.e. the adjacent empty points.
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White can capture black stones with
a placement on a, b, c or d. Black is
not allowed to play at d (no suicide).

236

A winning connection for Black.
The connection could also be left–right.

F1

This local position is called ko.

If Black captures F by playing 1, then White is not allowed to recapture
right away because that would lead to a repeated position. So White
has to play somewhere else; this is called a ko threat.
Through ko situations and the subsequent threats, distant parts of the
board can affect each other.237
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238

Three introductory problems: Black to play.

If you find the first move, it’s easy!

Problem 1. Problem 2. Problem 3.

239

Local shapes 240

Here are basic patterns; in brackets the Japanese terms familiar from GO: 241

extension one-point jump diagonal move knight’s jump
(narabi) (tobi) (kosumi) (keima)

242

1

2 3 4 5

243

1 puts the three black stones into atari, i.e. threatens to capture next. 2 cuts the two black chains. 244

3 connects against the imminent cut. 4 wedges between two black stones. 5 is a peep, i.e. a threat to cut. 245

Connection speed 246

GONNECT allows parallel connections, so that unbreakable, partial connections exist for both 247

colours. In such situations, the number of moves to reach a complete connection is crucial. If 248

the opponent would not interfere, this number is easy to count. However, of more relevance is 249

the case when the opponent obstructs the upcoming link. 250

The effective connection count is the smallest number of placements to finish the link minus 251

the number of stones placed by the opponent in the sequence. For example, if Black plays six 252

moves and White interfered with two moves, then that’s an effective connection count of four. 253

The smallest possible difference is the relevant number when evaluating connections. 254

In practice, both the obstruction moves as well as the replies will have an impact on the global 255

position. In the following set of problems, this question is looked at in isolation. 256
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257

Five problems about effective connection counts.

In each problem, a partial black top-bottom connection is given. How many effective moves
does Black need to connect if going first? What if White starts?

Problem 4a. Problem 4b. Problem 4c. Problem 4d. Problem 4e.

258

The two main strategies: race and territory259

Parallel connections and race. Races are one possible course in GONNECT matches: this means260

that the two players are threatening connections along the same direction, i.e. both left–right or261

both top–bottom.262

Tactically, this race entails interesting subtleties which are foreign to GO, and which do not263

appear in other, static connection games either. The reason is that capturing stones takes time.264

Therefore, well-placed sacrifices can delay the opponent’s connection considerably, and such265

tactics may eke out a win in a close race.266

A typical example came up in Problem 1b where the wedge delays the connection by two effec-267

tive moves. Here is another simple position:268

Black’s connection is safe and would
take five moves, if Black were to start.

1 2

1 forces 2 and delays Black’s con-
nection by one move.
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So White wins the connection race.
269

Clearly, such stalling tactics are equally important in many other situations, not just in parallel270

races. These moves are called ‘defensive blocking moves’ in [A]. I prefer the term delaying tesuji5:271

first, the distinction to ‘offensive blocking moves’ isn’t very clear. And secondly, such delaying272

moves are similar to the GO tesujis reducing opponent liberties or increasing one’s own.273

5Tesuji is Japanese and means ‘local good move’ when applied to GO.
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274

Three connection races: White to play.

Problem 5. Problem 6. Problem 7.

275

Deadlock and territory. Often, the initial phase of the game does not produce a winner be- 276

cause cross cuts prevent connections in all directions. The following three diagrams show such 277

a development schematically: 278

A cross cut. Temporarily no connections possible. Cold phase over.
279

If, as in the middle diagram, both players have traced out territories preventing all connections 280

and forming living groups (in the sense of GO), then the so-called cold phase sets in: due to com- 281

pulsory placement, the players are forced to fill their own territories. The right-hand diagram 282

shows a situation where Black and White have placed 36 pieces each. In his next turn, Black has 283

to fill one of his eyes and then White will be able to capture that Black chain. This will quickly 284

lead to a White connection. 285

In other words, cold phases during a GONNECT game mean that the bigger territory settles 286

the win. In contrast with GO, territory is only a strategical resource but the analogy is astound- 287

ing. On a tactical level, there are many differences between the two games although GO players 288

will be able to apply some of their methods in GONNECT, too. 289

A cold phase 290

The combinatorial details of cold wars quickly become exhausting. But it will help to have a 291

closer look at one position. 292
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In the adjacent diagram, it is Black’s turn. There are four
groups, all of which are alive in GO parlance; see page 129.
But in GONNECT, even alive groups will eventually perish.
The total areas are: 5+8 = 13 points in the black groups (Black
can capture the white stone and then has one more empty
point) and 10+8 = 18 points surrounded by White. If the play-
ers simply placed stones in their territories, then Black would
run out of eyes first and lose a group, then the game. But that
won’t happen: it’s much better to play into opposing groups,
reducing their territory and conserve one’s own groups.293
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Cold war sequence 1 After cold war sequence 1

Black plays forcing moves:
1 threatens a snapback at
4 . While 2 is the best reply,
Black plays another atari at
3 (better than 4).
5 threatens a double atari;
no matter where White cov-
ers, Black plays a follow-up
atari.294

After this sequence, the black territory still is 13 points but White’s area has shrunk to 8+6 = 14295

points! Black has almost established equality, and is about to move again.296

1

Cold war sequence 2
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Cold war sequence 3

The idea is to play inside the
opponent’s area such as to
maximise one’s own move
count. In this regard, 1 in
the left-hand diagram is ex-
cellent: the central point in
the largest available space.
Of course, White does the
same. . .297

. . . and eventually, all territories are compartmentalised into
single-space eyes. This I call a perforated board. Now is the
time for each player to finally fill up their own areas. One pos-
sible continuation from the previous diagram is shown here.
This game is lost for White, whose turn it is. After one place-
ment in the lower right group, the next move puts one of the
white groups in self-atari, yielding to capture by Black.
White seemingly comforting territorial lead melted under
Black’s forcing moves inside the white groups. But the other
reason was that Black’s areas were less compact than White’s
and didn’t allow as many guerilla moves.

After the cold war
298
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All kinds of trickery can occur during this stage, including squeezing, throw-ins, ko, seki per-299

haps familiar from GO but also threats genuinely peculiar to GONNECT. In fact, I cannot guaran- 300

tee that the initial position always ends with a black win, assuming best counterplay by White. 301

But I hope you can get a feeling for the kind of thinking required in a GONNECT cold phase. 302

Effective area size 303

Just like the true value of a connection is the effective connection count, taking into account 304

delaying moves by the opponent, what really matters for territories is the effective area size. Dis- 305

cussing a white territory, this is the number of moves White can spend there minus the number 306

of moves Black can squeeze into it. (These white moves don’t fill up white areas, hence they are 307

subtracted.) The above example indicates that certain shapes are more prone to intrusions than 308

others. 309

310

Five problems about effective area sizes.

In each problem, a black corner group is given. How many effective moves does Black have
inside this territory? Find the solution depending on whether White or Black goes first.

Problem 8a. Problem 8b. Problem 8c. Problem 8d. Problem 8e.

311

As a rule of thumb, the intruder is aiming for few, large eyes (so that the eye-stealing techniques 312

from GO help) whereas the defender shoots for many, small eyes. 313

It is important to remember that group has to store two eyes from its effective size for survival. 314

In particular, in an endgame position where one side has more groups than the other, the side 315

with more groups needs an extra effective area size of two for each surplus group. 316

Finally, GONNECT endgames involve deliberations like this: sometimes, it is the best move to 317

play into one’s own territory because that increases the group’s effective size by more than one. 318

Moving a bit earlier in course of a game, it becomes clear that invasions can be staged even 319

though the invading group will not make two eyes — unlike in GO, such a maneuver is already 320

a success if it reduces the effective size. In other words, as soon as it becomes clear that the game 321

will go into the cold phase, invasions and defensive moves against invasions become important. 322

For another discussion of cold wars, with similar properties, see Symple. 323

Additional comments on tactics and strategy 324

Shapes: Diagonal moves (kosumis) are a two-sided affair in GONNECT. On the one hand, 325

they are absolutely safe links and moreover direction-agnostic, i.e. equally well poised towards 326

horizonal or vertical connections. This makes them solid, strong moves, like in GO. On the 327

other hand, they are slow because yet another stone is needed to create the actual link between 328

two diagonal stones. 329

One-point jumps (tobi) carry a weakness in that they can be wedged. However, they are a very 330

good way to stake out an initial frame towards a connection. Premature wedges often help to 331
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solidify another connection. It is interesting to see that peeps against tobis are less useful than 332

in GO: not only does the peep prevent a potential wedge, it also fixes the opponent’s connection333

and loses a tempo.334

Blocking. In GONNECT, the connection direction is decided as a game goes on. As usual335

in connection games, blocking an adversial link may help in building one’s own link in the336

transversal direction. But in GONNECT, running along with the opponent can also further a337

connection.338

GONNECT shares a common principle with other connection
games: in order to block an opponent’s prospective connec-
tion, it is best to play in some distance. How far depends on
the board size but as a rule of thumb, contact play (i.e. next to
the opponent’s stones) is rarely useful.
In the adjacent schematic diagram, a White play on the central
point makes it easy for Black to dodge around it. Whether
to play centrally or on the side depends on the surrounding
positions. It is conceivable to play even further to left or right
of the x points.

x
x

x
x

x
x

Blocking Black’s chain should
start on one of thex points.

339

Sacrifice: GO players are used to ataris and similar capture-threatening moves being sente, i.e.340

forcing and to require an immediate reply. This is often an illusion in GONNECT: stones not part341

of a prospective connection can be discarded with carefree abandon. In fact, it is often useful to342

enlarge a sacrifice because the opponent then has to spend moves on capturing. This concept343

also exists in GO, for example with driving tesujis, but is more prominent in GONNECT.344

Life and death: The concept of two eyes, and alive groups is important. GONNECT players345

are well-advised to look at GO problems dealing with shape, connection and cutting tesujis,346

and life and death. However, it has to be stressed that making life may be wrong in GONNECT:347

instead, count how many turns the opponent needs to actually remove the stones; this tempo348

cost may be enough to pursue one’s own connection instead.349

350

Three advanced problems: White to play

Problem 9. Problem 10. Problem 11.

351
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Further remarks 352

GONNECT copies the rules of GO almost verbatim with just two differences: 353

1. Crucially, the goal is changed from territory-scoring to connecting borders. 354

2. Passing is not allowed, i.e. placement is mandatory. 355

Regarding suicide (self-capture), GO rules are divided: it is not allowed for the Japanese rules, 356

but the Chinese rules and its derivates allow self-capture (it can come up as ko threat). No 357

familiarity with GO rules is assumed, although your reading ability in GONNECT will improve 358

by looking at typical GO problems, such as about life and death; see Page 131. 359

GONNECT is, like most games in this book, highly scalable. The original rules specify a 13× 13 360

board. Generally speaking, connection games need space. However, 9×9 is already fit for inter- 361

esting GONNECT matches and, as elsewhere, this book recommends small board sizes amenable 362

for new players. Once familiar with the game, players are advised to enlarge the board. The 363

swap rule is recommended anyway (except for players of greatly differing skill) but especially 364

important on the 9× 9 board. 365

Draws are impossible as repeated positions and self-captures are not
allowed. As in GO, triple ko situations can arise. Total prohibition of
repeat positions is a heavy-handed way to settle these; most GO rules
treat such games as drawn.
Consider the right-hand diagram and assume that no captures occurred
so far. Then it is Black’s turn but Black has no move. According to the
rules, inability to move loses the game. This situation does not come up
in actual play because White would have capture one the black chains
in a previous turn. But the diagram shows why the rule is formally
necessary.

Black has no move
and loses the game 366

Solutions to the problems 367

1

a

b
Solution to Problem 1.

1

a b

c
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Solution to Problem 2.

1

a b

c

Solution to Problem 3.
368

Problem 1: After 1 , Black has a 3-move horizontal connection whereas White needs five turns (if next b , then White 369

can re-capture). If Black instead plays a, going for a vertical connection then 1 is one move faster. 370

Problem 2: Black has to connect at 1 ; this ensures a vertical connection in four moves; one step faster than White’s 371

connection on the right side. If Black mistakenly captures five stones with a , now White’s connection along c–g is one 372

step faster. If Black plays somewhere else, then b threatens to separate the black top and bottom halves. 373

Problem 3: 1 secures Black’s connection in the top left corner because White a is self-atari. Then Black has a 4-turn 374

vertical connection, one step quicker than White’s. Black must not start with a : after 1 Black has to play a ko at b but 375

White has a ko threat at c. 376

Note that 1 would lead to a 4-turn horizontal link for White. 377

Problem 4a: [5/5] 378

Problem 4b: [3/5] 379

Problem 4c: [4/5] 380
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Problem 4d: [7/7] To check.381

Problem 4e: [4/7] What do you get?382
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Solution to Problem 5.
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Solution to Problem 6.
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Solution to Problem 7.
383

Problem 5: Without intervention, White needs five moves to connect but Black only four. Convince yourself that384

White’s atari 1 is absolutely forcing. Connecting with 2 is faster than capturing. The extension 3 is crucial: this move385

is the delaying tesuji. After 5 , Black needs five moves to link up but for White this is now possible in four moves!386

a is answered by b and does not change White’s connection count. Likewise, c is addressed by d .387

Problem 6: White has to bend around the black chain with 1 . Black now needs to prevent White’s horizontal connection388

with 2 ; this starts the vertical race. However, White wins the race by one move. Note that a is does not delay White’s389

connection: replying b restores the previous connection count thanks to x .390

Naively aiming for a horizontal connection with 2 loses the race by one move.391

Problem 7: White has to capture the stone in the lower left with 1 . The connecting direction is now vertical: Black’s392

stubborn resistance with a b c d is pointless; White connects the ko regardless of Black’s threat. Therefore, Black has393

to aim for a vertical link with 2 .394

If 2 captures two stones as in the diagram, White is forced to connect with 3 . Black’s connection is safe but very slow395

and loses to White’s. Playing 2 at x does not reduce the connection count.396

If White starts by 3 , saving the two stones, then Black plays on 2-2 point in the lower left corner, and wins the horizontal397

connection race by one tempo. If, more subtle, White connects at 6-6, then Black cuts at 8-6, restoring the tempo398

advantage. This is subtle — please check!399

Problem 8a: [5/5] This is already a perforated groupd, so Black has five moves and White can’t play there.400

Problem 8b: [4/3]401

Problem 8c: [4/3]402

Problem 8d: [5/4] Black should play on 3-3.403

Problem 8e: [1/1]404
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Solution to Problem 9.
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Solution to Problem 10.
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Solution to Problem 11.
405

Problem 9: After this sequence, White needs five more turns to connect whereas Black has to play six moves. This406

works because White has made the sacrifice as large as possible, forcing Black to waste many turns on capturing. If407

Black deviates, it doesn’t end better. For example, if after 1 2 3 Black plays 7 or a, then White 5 works.408

All other choices for 1 fail. If White starts at 5 or 7, then Black’s capture at 3 suffices; this wins the race by one move409

even without using delaying tesujis or the cutting stone F . This also shows that sacrificing only four stones is not410

enough: 1 2 5 3 is a black win. And if White starts by connecting at 3, then Black descends to 7; the subsequent local411

fight is easy for Black because of the cutting stone F and the three white stones next to it are short of liberties.412

Problem 10: 1 and 3 set up a ko. Regardless of Black’s ko threat, White connects the ko and wins the horizontal race.413
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If Black wants to avoid the ko and instead of 4 captures with a , the following sequence is essentially forced: b 1 c 3 414

d e f and Black loses a dozen stones. 415

Problem 11: After the sequence, each side has two more moves before self-atari but it is Black’s turn, so White wins. 416

If White makes any other move than 1 , then Black will seize the opportunity. Now 1 is absolutely forcing: if White 417

ignores it, then the atari b kills (if a then 8 ) and Black has a connection is at most three move moves which is quicker 418

than anything White can achieve at the bottom. So White has to reply, and the sequence 1 a b 7 8 9 leaves White with 419

two bare eyes in that group. No matter how White uses the first move at the bottom, it won’t be enough to overcome 420

the squeeze in the top-right corner. For example, 3 6 2 c 5 4 loses the cold phase by one move. 421
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Connection games after HEX? 6712

With HEX, Piet Hein introduced in 1942 the connection motive into the world of board games. 6713

There have been earlier, less elegant connection games but HEX stuck. The rule set is of utmost, 6714

minimal elegance and gives rise to a game of great depth. So much that one is compelled to ask: 6715

What could other classic connection games look like? 6716

In fact, there are many good answers to the question, and Cameron Brown wrote an entire 6717

volume about this category. This book presents three additional connection games apart from 6718

HEX, and here I argue for this particular selection. In a nutshell, it goes like this: 6719

pure placement? goal board

HEX yes link specific edges four-sided hex
HAVANNAH yes fork, bridge or ring six-sided hex
GONNECT no (capture) link any two edges square
SLITHER no (movement) link specific edges square

6720

Clearly, any reasonable record of connection games should start with HEX, the definitive origin 6721

of the genre. It is still the best known representative; rules are exceptionally simple; theory- 6722

building has begun, with at least three books devoted to HEX. I deviate from reason for pure 6723

idiosyncrasy: just so that Part I can start with GONNECT and end with GO. This makes for 6724

a beautiful bracket, in my opinion. I could also claim that GONNECT can piggyback on the 6725

popularity of GO. Now I explain my particular choice of connection games other than HEX. 6726

GONNECT: Combining the rules of GO with the goal of connection, as discovered by João 6727

Neto in 2000, is simple and very effective. GO is extremely well known, allowing its players 6728

to try GONNECT at once. Moreover, the one aspect of GO rules which can be confusing to 6729

beginners — game end and scoring — is simplified in GONNECT. As a longtime GO player, I 6730

think that it can be a good idea to teach GONNECT before GO. In my opinion, that makes for a 6731

more interesting entry than Atari Go (the first player to capture wins). 6732

Among connection games, GONNECT stands out for its tactical fights which are induced by 6733

captures, sacrifices and related forcing moves. Among the four connection games featured in 6734

this book, GONNECT is the one with cold wars. The ability or necessity to adapt the connection 6735

direction during play also carries considerable strategic appeal. 6736

SLITHER: Corey Clark’s 2010 invention has an obvious similarity to HEX in the win condition, 6737

where Black has to connect the top and bottom borders, and White has to connect the left and 6738

right borders. On the other hand, SLITHER is played on squares, unlike HEX, requiring a rule to 6739

prevent ubiquitious standoffs (this is done by diagonal prohibition). 6740

What makes SLITHER a great game and triggered its inclusion in this book, is the exceptional 6741

combination of placement and movement. Most connection games have players take turns 6742

placing stones, so that games develop statically. Movement in SLITHER is as slow as possible — 6743

like the Chess king — but it does make matches surprisingly dynamic. 6744

HAVANNAH: Designed 1976 by Christian Freeling, this game keeps the hexes of HEX but uses 6745

a six-sided board. The innovation of HAVANNAH is the win condition which is built from three 6746

simple shapes. Because borders are not associated to colours (unlike HEX), the value and choice 6747

of each possible winning link is determined during a match. This is one reason why HAVAN- 6748

NAH is a particularly strategic game. 6749


